Parish Council Notebook
The new Station Car Park is looking not only complete but also pretty good. The planting is positively
prolific, the lighting columns are low level with LED lighting designed to cause minimum glare and avoid light pollution, the
footpath down to the station entrance is a pleasant stroll and the entrance/exit to and from the main road appears neat,
tidy and well designed. Actually, it could very easily have been a complete eyesore but, given its purpose, it’s probably as
good as it could be and greatly better than it might have been.
At the time of writing, plans for opening up for business are not quite finalised. Other considerations apart, there is the
matter of arrangements for the village parking scheme to be settled. Following on from the recent initial consultation with
residents about this by the County Council at the village hall, some comments read and heard would suggest that there
are misunderstandings abroad. The Donald would probably call it fake news. Time then to set the record straight.
Commuter nuisance parking has probably been the single most frequent source of complaint from village residents for
several years, only potholes come close. Commuter’s cars frequently choke our village roads, sometimes create hazards,
are often a problem for larger vehicles – buses, farm tractors, oil and gas delivery wagons etc. and potentially emergency
vehicles – and are invariably, at the very least, a nuisance to residents. Parish and District Councillors have been and
gone while this has been pursued. Discussions were initially opened with the County Council several years ago about introducing a village parking scheme. It was concluded then that this would have been unreasonable until such time as adequate parking was made available for station users. Following our approach, supported by our District Councillor, County
Councillor and MP, GWR initially proposed extra parking spaces on the land between Western Ville and the railway track
but, because of the uneven terrain the cost per parking space was deemed too high and this proposal was ruled out by
the Department for Transport. The next option considered was the area adjacent to the platform for the old Cirencester
branch line but interference with this was considered detrimental to the historic station building and was, in this case, ruled
out on planning grounds. Finally, with the cooperation of the Bathurst Estate for the parking area and Arkells for the footpath, the eventual solution was identified. So we now have adequate station parking and are able to progress with a parking control scheme.
Let’s be clear about this, the new car park plainly provides substantial benefits for the railway company both in terms of
additional revenue and also the satisfaction of their franchise conditions. These considerations have, to say the least, encouraged their cooperation and involvement, but the prime motivation for the additional parking and the associated parking scheme has always been to resolve our local problem. It has been driven by us. It is not rooted in some devious plot
by GWR to generate extra income at the inconvenience of our residents.
The point about the parking scheme is that it needs to be as far as possible tailored for the particular circumstances which
apply in our village. The effect on residents should be as little as possible but it must ensure that commuters make use of
the generous facilities now, or shortly to become available. Fresh from discussions at the time of writing, the following key
points can be reported:
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The scheme will take a further 6 months to implement (despite best efforts, as ever, these things cannot be
rushed)
The parking scheme will operate from 8.00am to 8.00pm, Monday to Friday
It will operate throughout the village
Suitably located parking bays will be identified within the controlled area
The parking bays will be available for up to 4 hours use by all and for unlimited time by permit holders
Two vehicle permits will be available per household, free of charge to residents, funded by GWR
Should visitors need to park for more than 4 hours, additional temporary visitors permits will be available at £1
daily
Signage will be as discreet as possible. The dreaded yellow lines will not become a feature of our village streets
Formal consultation on the plans will take place in the Autumn
The operation of the scheme will be reviewed after two years
We need to ensure that the funding support continues should GWR lose the franchise in future

Moving on, but still thinking about uphill progress, users of the internet may have noticed that in Kemble the internet service has become, frustratingly, subject to interruption and speed variation. Advice received is that this is because, although the network was updated by BT Open Reach a while ago, the exchange was not. Apparently the ancient exchange
equipment is creaking under the strain and is not able to consistently meet current demands. Our District Councillor Tony
Berry is on the case.
Many residents enjoy a walk along the farm track from Top Farm towards Kemble Wick. There is a public footpath so this
is their absolute entitlement. However, the farm has reported that, disappointingly, unauthorised vehicles are also using
the track which is causing problems. It is intended to prevent this by installing an automatic gate over the next few weeks
This will replace the existing manually operated gate just beyond the top of Old Vicarage Lane. A gap will be left to allow
continuing access for walkers who should also be advised that the public footpath proceeds straight towards Kemble
Wick. Access is not permitted on the right turn towards Rendalls Barn.
Good to report that the Speedwatch team of volunteers has received training. They will soon be monitoring vehicle speeds
around the villages and able to report offenders to the Police for follow up.
On the subject of roads, the new policy previously reported of patching rather than potholing has been introduced on recent repairs. Still not a proper job of course, but does appear to be a step in the right direction.
Enjoy the summer.
Roger Pettit
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